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Chapter 6

Barolo
Landscape
Studies:
Barolo MGA 360º
Vermeer
Rilke

Da stieg ein Baum. O reine Übersteigung!
O Orpheus singt! O hoher Baum im Ohr!
(Sonnets to Orpheus, Rainer Maria Rilke, Part One, I, rst two lines.)
A tree ascended there. Oh pure transcendence!
Oh Orpheus sings! Oh tall tree in the ear!
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Nebbiolo ourishes in Brunate. Pure transcendence!
Orpheus sings! Sublime taste in the ear!

A Visit to the Langa / Langhe (Piemontese / Italian)
Oh tall tree in the ear / O hoher Baum im Ohr! astonished me years ago, reading Rilke with
students. WHAT did it mean? He knew. Jubilant praise sings in my ear. An ascending tree
crossed paths with astounding wine unexpectedly. Breaking in new hiking shoes in vineyard
dust in Serralunga d’Alba began a 40-year-long anticipated visit to Barolo and Barbaresco.
Walking also through vineyards in La Morra, Barolo and Neive, tastings at Azienda Agricola
Vigna Rionda S.S. di Massolino Fiili (Serralunga d’Alba) and Castello di Neive Azienda Agricola
(Barbaresco), invited private tastings at La Morra’s Poderi Marcarini and at Società Agricola
Ratti complemented the hiking. And there were remarkable meals including one with tartufo
bianco topping each course at Ristorante Bovio. My exploration of the taste of these wines
ascended as Rilke’s tree elevated his poetry.
On the western-facing ridge of the Serralunga d’Alba valley, that rst hike presented a
captivating view. I did not expect to be so engrossed by that visual experience. It would be
picturesque, I knew, like seascapes and mountainscapes. This surprising mystery opened into
discovery long after that visit was over. The landscape had been described years before (by
my Barolo mentor) as a bowl. An irregular bowl spread out in front of us. Maps remembered
from books identi ed major communes: Barolo, La Morra, Castiglione Falletto, Monforte d’Alba
and Serralunga d’Alba but not any of the other six in the DOCG. Gianfranco Bovio of the La
Morra restaurants1 with those amazing wine lists had introduced my Barolo mentor (in the 70’s)
to Barolo producers not geography – to Marcarini, Cordero di Montezemolo, Bartolo
Mascarello and E. Pira. That focus on producers was consistent with lessons of that time
about ne wines worth searching for generally. A ne Burgundy would not simply be a Volnay
Taillepieds but one from H. de Montille or a Nuits-Saint-Georges from H. Gouges or a Chablis
from F. Ravenau. And the same from Bordeaux, the Rhône, Mosel-Saar-Ruwer or Rioja. My
“assignment” for learning entailed nding wines from the top producers in Barolo and
Barbaresco; the geographical origins of the wines were of secondary importance. It was a
rewarding path.

Discovering Paisagi / Paesaggio / Landscape
On a patio overlooking Vigna Rionda our Massolino guide presented a map of the Barolo region
and explained that the area was approximately 10 km. tall by 7 km. wide. The elongated bowl
is quite small. Deep in the cellars she showed us a section of exposed soil and explained that
the soil in Serralunga d’Alba di ers from the soil on the opposite, western side of the valley
making di erent styles of wine. A year earlier at a wine dinner here in Ohio, Pietro Ratti
explained to me the same distinction between those sides of the bowl and the wine styles. The
tour at Pietro’s winery also included an exposed section of La Morra soil. This focus on
geography and geology re ects the establishment in 2010 of 181 Barolo MGA’s. in the tasting
room at Marcarini a display of old bottles included the 1958 Barolo Brunate, the rst singlevineyard Barolo bottled. My rst taste of single-vineyard Barolo was a 1967 Marcarini Brunate,
the second, a 1971 Cordero di Montezemolo Enrico VI. In 1980 these single-vineyard
bottlings were the exception. Although the idea of geographically based MGA’s preceded the
delineation of the Barolo D.O.C. in 1966, MGA agreement took time.
At home again my thoughts started connecting separate pieces sketched above. Landscape
became the center of questions. Having read about maps of Barolo by Alessandro
Masnaghetti, an email to him led to acquiring digital versions of his Barolo MGA and Barolo
Geoviticultural maps. Through them I began seeing interconnected details of the commune of
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The Bovio family operated Ristorante Belvedere in La Morra before the current one.
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La Morra and of the area generally. Masnaghetti’s Barolo MGA 360º, released 9 months after
that visit, presented a major opportunity for more learning. This interactive visual web site is
designed to be a tutorial enabling users to learn about Barolo’s landscape and wines.
Teaching, understood as “letting students learn”, distinguishes Barolo MGA 360º from almost
all other wine websites that seek to sell something or to dispense information. In the Duino
Elegies Rainer Maria Rilke seeks to learn. He wants to understand more deeply, and let
readers learn, what poetry is for. Things well-known, the purpose of poetry and the relation of
wine and geography, are worthy of much thought beyond the familiar. Elegy 7 describes
someone who wants, through searching, to be grounded (“seeks Erde / earth”).
ein hiesig
einmal ergri enes Ding gälte für viele.
one local, earthly thing
truly grasped counts for everything
Barolo MGA 360º seeks to grasp one local thing – landscape, paesaggio, paisagi (in
Piedmontese). This unique tool becomes understood through using it. In what follows is the
story of how Barolo MGA 360º enabled me to grasp new, local, landscape things, and thereby
to far better understand wines I already had learned to know well by taste.
Barolo MGA 360º has, then, a very clearly conceived purpose — let users learn how to
understand the di erences in style of wines between separate MGA’s. Barolo’s 170 vineyard
MGA’s are comparable to climats or crus in France or Einzellagen in Germany. The 11
commune MGA’s are comparable to French village AoC’s and German QbA’s. Discovering what
distinguishes the style of wine from one MGA to another includes learning to see and to read
the landscape of each. That is a complex task. University colleagues who taught visual art
explained that they taught “learning to see” – students (all of us) must learn to see. Colleagues
in music would say students (already music majors) had to learn to hear. Alessandro
Masnaghetti is a teacher in precisely this sense.
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An MGA is a cultivated hillside eld. Learning how to see a landscape enables us to learn
about human interactions with that eld. Variations in vegetation show the microclimate where
humans care for soil and plants and animals. The vegetation and even more the morphology
tell about soils and geology. Alessandro Masnaghetti worked through the learning process that
allows one to see in a landscape factors that distinguish wines of one cultivated eld from
another. To help users learn to see a landscape Barolo MGA 360º presents the right kind of
pictures. These are not the charming, visitinviting images I saw in planning this trip.
Having worked on maps of Barolo for years
Masnaghetti chose drone images for this
unique project. Drone images , e.g. ,
Scarrone MGA, Castiglione Falletto, allow one
to learn to see di erentiating elements of the
terrain. To do that a viewer must become an
active browser, looking for elements that
inform us about the landscape. That active
browser is able to rotate an initial point of
view in a complete circle, to zoom in and out, to adjust the images in multiple ways chosen by

the viewer.2 A video can move around in a scene but the movements are xed by the vision of
the videographer. Here the viewer decides how to move through each image. The viewer
chooses why to move through the images in a particular way. With each section there is a text
guiding the explorer as would a teacher intent on letting the student learn to become
observant, to visually grasp the local thing.
Barolo MGA 360º intends, primarily, for users to learn to read a landscape. It does this by
presenting drone images of the landscape of Barolo. It also intends for us to become active
learners exploring that landscape. The fourth element completing the carefully designed
tutorial is a list of wines to help understand di erences of style between MGA’s.
Recommended wines are as carefully selected as were the images. For each MGA there are
both recommended representative wines and comparison wines from near-by MGA’s. The
essential comparisons are between MGA’s, preferably of wines from the same producer. The
comparisons should be from the same vintage and with wines not too old. Young fruitiness
reveals the style di erences between MGA’s most clearly. This approach to recommended
tastings tells us one more important element of this project. Alessandro is very clear that he is
not interested in ranking wines as better or less good than each other. Quality he says is a
personal matter. Barolo MGA 360º focuses on identifying di erences of style between MGA’s.

Exploring Brunate
The Brunate MGA is Alessandro’s favorite Barolo cru. Favorite because the wines are the most
consistent of all MGA’s rather than because they are the best. Although the landscape of
Brunate’s 28,34 ha is not homogeneous, it produces wines of “…a constancy of character
from every position on the slopes and from the hands of every winemaker.”3 Brunate provides
a case study for using Barolo MGA 360º to understand the unique character of a wine from a
single cultivated eld. Perhaps it should be called Chiuso (Clos) Brunate (in spite of lacking an
enclosing wall). My choice to explore Brunate comes from complementary details. The
recommended tastings for Brunate include Ceretto and Marcarini; the reference tastings
include Barolo La Serra - Marcarini. My experience includes multiple vintages of both of the
Marcarini wines as well as several vintages of young Ceretto’s Brunate and Brunate Zonchetta.
Forty years ago I made a strategic decision to explore in depth wines from one red wine region
capable of making ne wine rather than to explore horizontally the numerous regions that
fascinated me. I chose Barolo and began examining as many di erent producers as I could.
Limited availability, the discovery that Barolo needs to mature for a long time and personal
preferences narrowed my collecting eventually to Marcarini and Cordero di Montezemolo. My
goal was to study the development of ne Barolo in the bottle.
Alessandro’s method of tasting is a horizontal comparison of
di erent producers of a single vintage. My method evolved into a
vertical comparison of vintages of a single wine and, to a large
extent, into the longitudinal study of Marcarini’s Brunate.
Exploring the MGA’s of Barolo begins, as the title Barolo MGA 360º
makes clear, with the visual authenticity of pictures of the complete
landscape. I thought I had seen the bowl shape I had been told
about years earlier on my rst walk that day but I learned quickly I
had not seen the whole landscape. Gaining that kind of view is
2

An ebook does not allow this active browsing. Navigate to <https://www.barolomga360.it/en/getting-the-lay-ofthe-land/> and explore. “Read me, please” is a most helpful link as well. Every pull down menu has some material
free for all users.
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actually far from easy from ground level. As this realization expanded memory took me to a
map that still fascinates. The Pre-Socratic philosopher Anaximander (610–546 B.C.E.) created
a map representing the whole known world. It is not unlike drone images presenting the whole
Barolo landscape. Looking at Anaximander’s map one sees details present in modern maps.
The Territory section of Barolo MGA 360º presents panoramic images in which one can see the
territory surrounding the Barolo DOCG. Anaximander’s map shows Ocean surrounding
Europe, Libya and Asia, the Aegean Sea, the Nile owing into the Mediterranean Sea and the
Phasis River owing into the Black Sea. The chain of the Alps is seen in drone pictures, to the
west is Monviso with France beyond and to the north, Monte Rosa and further, Switzerland.
Between Monte Rosa and the Barolo zone one sees Alto Piemonte. Landmarks to the south
and east are seen in other drone images.
Moving to the Barolo zone itself (inside the bowl), the rst detail is recognizing the primary
observation point and that turns out to be above the center of the bowl. The geographical
center of the DOCG lies near Castiglione Falletto. Anaximander’s 2500 year old map is also
circular with Delphi its center. A crucial observation about the Barolo zone is its core structure.
“Three Ridges / Two Valleys” gives a pro le view of three main, north-south ridges traversing
the zone through most of its 10
km. height. On the west side
the La Morra Ridge has that
commune at its center. The
Castiglione Falletto Ridge east
of the center of the zone
stretches from north of that
commune to its southern end
near Monforte d’Alba. The
Serralunga Ridge delineates
the eastern side of the DOCG.4
These three ridges encompass
two valleys: the Barolo Valley,
between the ridges of La Morra and Castiglione Falletto and the Serralunga Valley, between the
ridges of Castiglione Falletto and Serralunga. The Barolo Valley in Barolo MGA 360º appears
to be two or three times wider than the Serralunga Valley. The “irregular bowl” seen from the
ground near the top of what I now know to call the Serralunga Ridge was the narrower
Serralunga Valley. The entire zone is a bowl with two asymmetrical valley / bowl sections.
From the main plaza of La Morra looking at a wide valley (the Barolo Valley) in front of us we
spotted a brightly-colored building, the Chapel of Barolo (Pictures5. Replacing the
deconsecrated (and collapsed) 1914 Cappella della S S Madonna delle Grace, it was designed
for Ceretto Aziende Vitivinicole by artists (and lovers of Barolo) David Tremlett and Sol LeWitt.
We walked out of La Morra on Strada Fontanazza heading south into the valley with vineyards
on both sides. A turn to the east brought us to the Chapel of Barolo. The east-wast section of
the strada was on top of a ridge with vineyards descending on both sides. On a Google map
the chapel is named Cappella della Brunate. Walking along that ridge we saw a sign naming
the vineyard on our right, Brunate. The vineyard on our left had no sign. I learned from
Alessandro Masnaghetti’s Barolo MGA Map that it is the MGA Boiolo. I also learned from his
4

On Barolo MGA 360º return to “Territory / Getting the lay of the land” and choose the picture “Crimali / Ridges”. A
yellow line on the lower left at the picture’s starting point identi es the central, Castiglione Faletto Ridge, a blue line
going o the right edge shows the Serralunga Ridge and a red line at the horizon (VERDUNO) shows the La Morra
Ridge. The “Auto rotate” tool (one click starts, second stops, etc) gives a good view of these ridges.
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map that the vineyard higher up the hillside as we left La Morra is La Serra. From Barolo MGA
360º one learns that directly across from the Brunate Chapel was the main segment of Brunate
owned by Marcarini. Barolo MGA 360º calls the ridge separating Brunate and Boiolo the
Brunate Ridge. It is a secondary ridge geologically and (as the tutorial explains) typically
perpendicular to a main ridge. In this case the east-west Brunate Ridge is perpendicular to the
main, north-south La Morra Ridge and very close to the second highest point in the entire
zone, Bricco del Dente (553 m). From a oenological perspective Brunate Ridge is not
secondary in the slightest.
Having arrived at at the cultivated eld Brunate we can begin exploring the character of its
wines and how to better understand them in the context of their landscape. Barolo MGA 360º
recommends comparing, as noted, wines from two related MGA’s made by the same producer
from the same vintage and while the wines retain their youthful fruitiness. Looking at the
images in Barolo MGA 360º one can discover in a much more immediate way why this method
is so e ective for identifying the di erences between wine styles of MGA’s. The drone
panoramic images show that Brunate is not only close to La Serra but in fact one end of
Brunate touches La Serra. Brunate and La Serra also touch the MGA Cerequio. Brunate, La
Serra and Cerequio are a short walk down the hillside from La Morra and, for understanding
the similarities and di erences between the three crus, their proximity to the La Morra Ridge is
of great importance. Both the La Morra and Castiglione Falletto ridges have di erent soil types
on opposite sides of the ridge, particularly near the tops of those ridges (see drawing “Three
Ridges / Two Valleys” above). Running along the entire eastern side of the La Morra Ridge the
soil is laminated Sant’Agata Fossili Marls (MSAl). All of La Serra and the contiguous upper
parts of Brunate and Cerequio have the identical MSAl soil. The lower parts of Brunate and
Cerequio have a related but di erent soil, typical Sant’Agata Fossili Marls (MSAt). Brunate and
Cerequio are two of the most highly regarded of all Barolo crus dating back to the rst vineyard
ranking by Renato Ratti soon after the Barolo DOC was created. Looking at their landscape in
Barolo MGA 360º Brunate and Cerequio seem comparable perhaps to the more familiar
Chambertin and Clos de Beze in Gevrey-Chambertin. Both pairs spread out side-by-side,
(east–west) across the same elevation on a hillside with the same soil types. I have, alas, never
tasted a Cerequio. Alessandro’s comparative tasting comments on Brunate, La Serra and
other Barolos I have tasted support his description of distinctive di erences between Brunate
and Cerequio. Fortunately I have ample tasting experience comparing Marcarini’s Brunate and
La Serra.
Looking at the landscape of these three MGA’s in Barolo MGA 360º one sees another critical
detail – La Serra (Elevation: 370-450m) is primarily above both Brunate (230-405m) and
Cerequio (290-400m). Our Marcarini tasting emphasized the elevation of La Serra with its
increased wind making the vineyards cooler and producing a di erent style of wine from their
Brunate. Barolo MGA 360º says the same, noting that at 400m even a 20-30m rise can be an
important di erence. On the other hand the proximity to the La Morra Ridge also means the
soil type in the lower part of La Serra (where all the producers of Barolo have their vineyard
sections) is not only laminated Sant’Agata Fossili Marls but also an older evoluted soil type. In
the contiguous sections of Cerequio and Brunate the soil type is the identical evoluted,
laminated Sant’Agata Fossili Marls.6 Barolo MGA 360º further provides a nal important detail.
The average harvest time for Brunate is early, for Cerequio intermediate and for La Serra it is
late. Elevation appears to be determinate in harvest time for La Serra while the uniform
6
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The Sant’Agata Fossili Marls, MSA of the very similar yet also di erent laminated and typical soil types, older
evoluted or not, of Brunate and Cerequio also are found in the La Morra vineyards owned by Ratti mentioned at the
beginning of this essay. The soil of Vigna Rionda mentioned at the beginning is a completely di erent Lequio
Formation, FL on the ridges – valleys drawing, and not the older evoluted types in parts of Brunate + Cerequio.

southern, warmer exposure of Brunate lets the grapes ripen earlier than Cerequio. The
exposure of Brunate7 can be seen in Barolo MGA 360º to be very homogeneous, varying little
between south and southeast.
With this sketch of the landscape of Brunate and La Serra we are prepared to consider the
di erences in the styles of the wines. My tasting experience is divided into two periods –
vintages 1978-83 and 1996-2001. Before the ’78 vintage I had single tastes of the ’67 and ’71
Brunate but no La Serra. I also had a dozen bottles of the 1974 Brunate, an unusual Reserva
Speciale. Starting with the 1978’s both crus were available and, at the same price in the
markets I used. Another element of all the early Marcarini wines is indicated by the words
“Vini catore Elvio Cogno” immediately under the vintage date on the labels. In 1990 Cogno left
Marcarini and started Elvio Cogno società agricola s.s. in Ravera. Since 1990 Marcarini’s
winemaker has been consulting oenologist Armando Cordero. The 1978–83 vintages
represent a range of quality with 82 the best, 78 slightly less ne, 79 & 80 a bit below 78 and
the 81 & 83 (Reserva) were lesser but still good vintages. Several observations are fascinating
as well as consistent with the analysis of Barolo MGA 360º. The primary comparison between
Brunate and La Serra in all 5 of these vintages is that the di erence between them is essentially
the same di erence. From the beginning of the comparison with the 78’s the Brunate had
greater depth and fullness. It was very clear which one was which; they were indeed di erent.
However the di erence is also complicated to describe. The wines have a very similar taste
pro le. To grasp the di erence I suggest listening to a Beethoven symphony performed by a
chamber orchestra and a symphony orchestra. Brunate has a fuller symphonic sound / fuller
taste. La Serra has a very similar taste structure but more delicate. The di erence is not
Beethoven compared to Brahms. The same soils in both hillside elds and a similar exposure
seem decisive in similarity of taste pro le. Elevation di erence is the same as well and
likewise determinative of fullness/weight di erence. These parallel di erences from vintage to
vintage may be a di erent argument in support of the thesis that di erence between high
quality crus like these two is determined by landscape.
Moving to comparisons of Brunate and La Serra made by Marcarini in the 90’s one must say
“…plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose”. The obvious di erence in this case in a new
winemaker at Marcarini. As already noted in a di erent context, Barolo MGA 360º says
Brunate seems una ected by di erent winemakers in terms of style. Another change is that
with these wines my tasting habits changed. Tasting the 78-83 wines led me to choose to wait
for them to get far closer to maturity before opening. I was tasting the earlier wines at 5-10
years old with fruitiness still present as recommended by Alessandro. That practice steadily
shifted to opening nothing less than 20 years old. A recent tasting of the 97 Brunate and La
Serra with venison provided two important observations. One was a con rmation that the new
winemaker at Marcarini has continued to make Barolo in the traditional or classical way in
contrast to the popular modern style of that decade. Secondly the two wines made by
Armando Cordero had a parallel di erence to the ones tasted with the Cogno wines. The 97’s
were 23 years old, similar in age to the Cogno vintages that I waited to taste until more mature.
The mature 97 Brunate was a perfect match with the venison. Its richness t the strength of
the venison. The La Serra’s delicacy would be perfect with a lighter game such as quail.
Armando Cordero’s La Serra was every bit as similar to the Brunate in taste pro le complexity
as were the Cogno La Serras. Again it was fullness of character not quality of character that
7
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An even more dramatic indication of the role landscape plays in separating MGA wine styles is seen in
comparing Brunate, Cerequio and La Serra from Boiolo which shares the Barolo Ridge with Brunate but
descends from that ridge in the opposite direction. Boiolo shares with its neighbors the identical
evoluted MSAl soil type and similar elevation. The one clear factor reducing its quality so signi cantly is
exposure.

separates the two. The 1995 and q996 Marcarini Brunate and La Serra tell the same story of
the pervasive in uence of landscape on these wines.

Science and Art
Exploring Barolo MGA 360º produced a very di erent connection, to two paintings – The
Astronomer8 (1668) and The Geographer9 (1669) by Johannes Vermeer. These paintings are
called pendants, a thematic pair possibly meant to be hung side-by-side. What fascinated
Vermeer about scientists, about science? During my rst year of university studies of science,
a non-scienti c mystery surprised me – exciting intellectual moments came from recognizing
an idea examined in science appearing in di erent form in a history class about political, social
things. In our world science and humanities have become separated, highly-specialized
disciplines. I was not expecting any con uence of science and humanities. Almost certainly,
on a simple level, a patron commissioned Vermeer’s pendant paintings. The celestial globe
prominent in The Astronomer makes clear the concerns of its engaged scientist. The
Geographer’s terrestrial globe on the cabinet does the same. The same person is the model in
both paintings; might a scientist be interested in both disciplines? Both globes were created
by engraver and cartographer Joost de Hondt (1563-1612). Visible on the terrestrial globe is
the Indian Ocean – the route taken by Dutch merchant ships to reach China and Japan. On the
celestial globe are the constellations – Great Bear, Dragon, Hercules and Lyra. Navigational
connections between geography and astronomy for the 17th Century Dutch are obvious.
Alessandro Masnaghetti explicitly acknowledges his fundamental collaboration with two
scientists – agronomist Gianpiero Romana and Edmondo Bonelli, a geo-agronomist. Vermeer’s
fascination with the science of his day being used to solve practical problems is not di cult to
explain.
Often, things are not so simple. In both paintings an essential questioning appears in the
image. The outstretched hand of the astronomer is searching. It reaches for the globe but
hesitates to touch it. That cautious hand represents a search that has great respect for dealing
with mystery, a knowing that one does not know. Anaximander’s Pre-Socratic contemporary
Heraclitus wrote, “Nature loves to hide.” To nd what is actually present and to avoid nding
instead what one expects to nd is essential. A hesitant hand guides Barolo MGA 360º. It
searches into the landscape for explanations of the di erences in the character of Barolo
MGA’s. Through using this web site my own searching has discovered a much more complete
understanding of the factors in the landscape near La Morra that distinguish Brunate and La
Serra. That distinction was initially discovered by tasting.
There is, however, one additional, fascinating comment in a section describing separate Barolo
producing zones within La Morra. The area including Brunate and Cerequio (as well as La
Serra, Fossati, Case Nere) has (in contrast to Barolo’s from other La Morra MGA’s) has a “…
style perceptibly more full-bodied and austere, registering in Brunate and Cerequio the most
complete and balanced expression of Barolo.”10 In this I rst hear science di erentiating. Of
the four words here - full-bodied, austere, complete and balanced – the one that separates La
Serra from Brunate and Cerequio is full-bodied. La Serra is austere and is in its own way
complete and balanced; it is elegant rather than full-bodied. This passage suggests a
connection to art as seen in these paintings by Vermeer. The di erence of Brunate and
Cerequio from other MGA’s appears to be both di erence in style but also di erence in the
8

See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Astronomer_(Vermeer).
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quality of best. Vermeer’s astronomer looks at constellations that could be used for navigation.
Sailors whose information contributed to Anaximander’s map may well have used them. To
examine the connection between art and science in Vermeer’s paintings we may turn again to
Rilke. The Duino Elegies open with Rilke wanting to be heard as a poet but deeply hesitant to
expect he would be or, to think that he should be. He questions his own understanding of
poetry. Vermeer and Rilke are driven by fundamental questions as are scientists. The Rilkean
poet is a wanderer, a traveler in the human landscape. One discovers there single things, things
that call to us mysteriously. Springtimes need poets, stars wait to be noticed, ocean waves roll
towards us, a violin gives itself to us through an open window. Why do stars or violins call to
us? Or, Barolo Brunate’s? We do not kow. Poets, Rilke slowly becomes able to grasp, must
sing of the single things that call for our attention. Abandoned lovers and those who died too
young called to Rilke as well. Poets sing of these things that others may also hear and see, but
hear and see far too faintly. Earlier in this essay, wanting to be grounded in some earthly thing
was identi ed by Rilke as a beginning of the poetic. Landscape calls to us; Barolo MGA 360º
responds to that call as a scientist. Poetry, as well, is a response to the presence of things
that call to us. When we respond to that presence we begin discovering a path to the truth of
what is. That hesitant hand of Vermeer’s astronomer is responding to a call from the stars, a
call that has been heard. One is cautious because one seeks to nd what is truly in that
presence – as poet, painter as much as by a scientist.
Rilke as wandering poet responded to a call from the stars. We respond, he insists, to one
thing, one thing “local”, one thing present, one thing here. To grasp these singular things Rilke
listens; he hears words, music, songs. That tall tree in the ear that once completely ba ed me
had a transcendent presence in words sung by Orpheus. in Duino Elegy 10 learning to
become a poet includes learning to hear. A true sense of hearing comes to us gradually, rst
from a faint sketch, an outline of what is indescribable in its mysterious newness. Looking at
the stars the one who is learning sees faint outlines and eventually names those outlines –
Great Bear, Dragon, Hercules and Lyra. A sky full of stars calls to some of us for attention
precisely in the mystery at rst of being indescribable. We grasp one thing, one thing here for
us, present in a sketch of lines between stars and we give that outline a name. The Great Bear
and the Dragon eventually can guide sailors to China. And Vermeer praises that naming in a
painting.
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Brunate is a hillside eld cultivated by peasants for centuries. It is surrounded by di erent
hillside elds where the Nebbiolo grapevine prospers. Those peasants were dwellers in that
landscape and through staying in that place eventually recognized a di erence and a boundary
around that one eld. Today that boundary is very clearly delineated on maps. Brunate is also
separated from an adjacent cultivated eld (Boiolo, almost nameless still today) by a landscape
element – the Brunate Ridge that we walked down to get to the Cappella della Brunate.
Brunate is separated from the adjacent elds of Cerequio and La Serra by subtle changes in
elevation or exposure. Brunate was named by a poetic inspiration similar to the one that
named Great Bear in the sky above it. The name Brunate arises and comes to presence above
all through the singular wines it produces. The boundary refers to what takes place within that
one eld present in the wine produced. Clos Vougeot has a wall around it and a name
designating what occurs within – a religious life that included making wine from a separate
cultivated eld. A single glass of 1967 Marcarini Brunate 40 years ago was indescribable in in
its mysterious taste – it called for my attention. One bottle of 1982 Marcarini Brunate at close
to 30 years old was pure transcendent taste, still indescribable – a tall tree in the ear.
Alessandro Masnaghetti is correct that Brunate makes a wine of consistent character from year
to year from di erent producers. The landscape elements that distinguish the MGA’s are
describable. Vermeer’s geographer holds a pair of dividers in his right hand. He could place
the points of those dividers at opposite corners of a square on the page in front of him and
identify visually the length of the diagonal of that square. A Pre-Socratic contemporary of
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Anaximander, Pythagoras, would remind us that the exact length of that diagonal is not
quanti able / describable. In the Duino Elegies Rilke explains that the poet does not return
from solitary travels with a hand full of earth (not even evoluted laminated Sant’Agata Fossili
Marls) but rather with a pure Word, a pure Sound. The pure word Brunate praises the taste of
that 1982 Marcarini. Brunate in the ear!

